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Trump loses bid to restore ban
IMMIGRATION RULING » Bipartisan panel says feds failed
to provide evidence of terrorism threat from 7 countries
By SUDHIN THANAWALA
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal
appeals court refused Thursday to
reinstate President Donald Trump’s
ban on travelers from seven predominantly Muslim nations, unanimously rejecting the administration’s
claim of presidential authority,
questioning its motives and conclud-

ing that the order was unlikely to
survive legal challenges.
The three judges of the San Francisco-based 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said the argument that the
ban targets Muslims raised “serious
allegations” and presented “significant constitutional questions,” and
they agreed that courts could consider statements by Trump and his
advisers about wishing to enact such

a ban.
Moments after the ruling, Trump
tweeted, “SEE YOU IN COURT,”
adding that “THE SECURITY OF
OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!”
In response, Washington Gov. Jay
Inslee, a Democrat who leads one of
the states that challenged the ban,
said: “Mr. President, we just saw you
in court, and we beat you.”
The panel declined to block a lower-court ruling that suspended the
ban and allowed previously barred
travelers to enter the U.S. But it did
not shy away from the larger con-

stitutional questions raised by the
order.
The judges sided with the states on
every issue except for one technical
matter. They rejected the administration’s argument that courts did
not have the authority to review the
president’s immigration and national security decisions. They said the
administration failed to show that
the order met constitutional requirements to provide notice or a hearing
before restricting travel. And they
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STORM ON THE RUN » Flooded roads, full creeks and rivers
continue, but 4 days of sunshine predicted starting on Saturday
Jared Huffman

Act could
establish
Indian
territory
Lytton Rancheria relying
on Turlock lawmaker
to push bill in Congress
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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John Yost of Occidental Towing leans into a car as he works to remove it from flood water near Fir Street and Bohemian Highway on Thursday in
Monte Rio. The storm caused mudslides and road closures and an afternoon power outage in Santa Rosa College might be weather-related.

Rainy days going away
By MARTIN ESPINOZA AND
ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

wollen rivers and brisk
showers may remain today, but by the weekend
the North Bay should start
drying out after two formidable
storms passed through the region this week.
Thursday’s storm left emergency officials dealing with new
mudslides and road closures,
while an afternoon power outage that might be weather related closed most of the main
campus of Santa Rosa Junior
College.

This morning the Russian
River is expected to crest in
Guerneville at 36.7 feet, more
than 4 feet above flood level.
The river, which first began to
flood low-lying areas on Tuesday, is predicted to drop back
below the 32-foot flood level by
midnight.
Today’s overcast skies are
expected to give way Saturday
to sunshine. The skies are expected to remain mostly sunny
through at least Tuesday.
However, rain this winter
never seems far away, and another drenching already appears on the way. The predictions are admittedly tentative,

but two standard forecasting
models both suggest “that next
weekend will be quite wet,”
said Bob Benjamin, a forecaster
in Monterey with the National
Weather Service.
Compared with some of the
weather around the rest of
the state, Thursday’s storm in
Sonoma County was mild.
Torrents washed away more
of the rain-weakened spillway
of the state’s second-largest
reservoir at Oroville Dam. In
hard-hit coastal mountains
near Santa Cruz, a dump truck
accidentally ran over two highway workers —killing one — as
the men worked to clear one of
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several slides of mud and rock
pouring on to Highway 17, the
CHP said.
In Central California, a car
plunged into a flooded creek
near Bakersfield. Kern County
authorities rescued a woman
clinging to tree branches in
the swollen creek but a man in
his 20s died when the car sub-

The shifting sands of the
Washington, D.C., political pit
can sometimes mean two people can propose the same bill in
Congress, but only the one with
party dominance has a chance
of success.
Legislation to create a reservation for the Lytton Rancheria
next to Windsor is once again
being proposed in Congress.
But the Sonoma County tribe
of Lytton Pomos is relying on a
Central Valley Republican to advance its effort to create a homeland instead of Jared Huffman,
the North Coast Democratic legislator who carried virtually the
same bill two years ago.
In fact, Huffman, D-San Rafael, is now distancing himself
from it, saying he doesn’t want
to doom it by having his name
attached.
Instead, the Lytton Rancheria
Homeland Act of 2017 is solely sponsored by Jeff Denham,
R-Turlock, a member of House
Natural Resources Committee,
who sits on a subcommittee on
Indian, Insular and Alaska Native Affairs overseeing matters
regarding Native Americans
and 566 federally recognized
tribes.
But Denham and his political
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Farmers who voted Trump now worried
Many underestimated
efforts to crack down on
undocumented workers
By CAITLIN DICKERSON
AND JENNIFER MEDINA
NEW YORK TIMES

MERCED — Jeff Marchini and
others in the Central Valley bet their
farms on the election of Donald
Trump. His message of reducing regulations and taxes appealed to this Re-
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publican stronghold, one of Trump’s
strongest bases of support in the state.
As for his promises about cracking
down on unauthorized immigrants,
many assumed Trump’s pledges were
mostly just talk. But two weeks into
his administration, Trump has signed
executive orders that have upended
the country’s immigration laws. Now
farmers in Merced are deeply alarmed
about what the new policies could
mean for their workers, most of whom
are unauthorized, and the businesses
that depend on them.
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“Everything’s coming so quickly,”
Marchini said. “We’re not loading
people into buses or deporting them,
that’s not happening yet.”
As he looked out over a crew of
workers bent over as they rifled
through muddy leaves to find purple
heads of radicchio, he said that as a
businessman, Trump would know that
farmers had invested millions of dollars into produce that is growing right
now, and that not being able to pick
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RACE AGAINST TIME: State lawmakers

concerned regulatory framework for pot
industry won’t be ready by next year / A3
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Workers sort radicchio crops in a packing plant in
Le Grand, 48 miles northwest of Fresno, on Jan. 27.
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